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I. INTRODUCTION
Ni is a waiting-point nucleus in the astrophysical rapid-proton capture process (rp process) which occurs at high temperatures and high hydrogen densities (see e.g., Ref. [1] ). In the rp process, nuclides capture protons until they are inhibited by a low or negative Q value. At such points, the process must proceed via much slower beta decay. At 56 Ni, the proton-capture Q value to 57 Cu is quite low and critical for the synthesis of elements heavier than nickel. Namely, the beta-decay half-life of 56 Ni is 6.075(10) days [2] , exceeding all normal time scales of x-ray bursts and other places where the rp process could occur. Previously, 56 Ni was considered as the end point of the rp process [3] , but later it was shown to proceed until the SnSbTe-region [4, 5] . For an accurate modeling of this process, the proton-capture Q value for the reaction 56 Ni(p,γ) 57 Cu has to be known precisely. 56 Ni is doubly-magic and therefore, the precise knowledge of its mass and the masses of the neighboring nuclei is important for nuclear structure studies around Z = N = 28. Nuclei close to or at the N = Z line offer an interesting possibility to study the exchange symmetry between neutrons and protons. The Q EC values between the isospin T = 1/2 mirror nuclei provide direct information on the Coulomb displacement energies (CDE), in other words, the binding energy differences between two adjacent members of an isobaric multiplet. By plotting the Coulomb energy differences (CED), i.e. the differences in the level excitation energies of mirror nuclei, as a function of the spin, interesting information on changes in nuclear structure can be obtained. One of the mirror nuclei close to 56 Ni is 53 Co which has a renowned spin-gap isomer 53 Co m (19/2 − ) from which direct proton decay was observed for the first time [6, 7] . A precise and direct measurement of this excitation energy is needed for an accurate Coulomb energy difference value of the 53 Co 19/2 − state. Recently, the Q EC values of lighter T = 1/2 nuclei have been used to determine high-precision corrected f t values. From the corrected f t values, a mixing ratio of Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions is obtained [8] . This mixing ratio is useful for testing the Standard Model values for the beta-decay correlation coefficients [8] , such as the beta-neutrino angular correlation coefficient. If the beta asymmetry parameter A β , neutrino asymmetry parameter B ν , or beta-neutrino angular correlation coefficient a βν has already been measured, the mixing ratio can be determined and the |V ud | value for the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix can be extracted from the corrected f t values [9] . This, in turn, provides an opportunity to test the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The studied neutron-deficient nuclides were produced at the Ion-Guide Isotope Separator On-Line (IGISOL) facility [10] . In the first run, proton or 3 He 2+ beams from the K-130 cyclotron impinging on enriched 54 Fe (2 mg/cm 2 ) or 58 Ni (1.8 mg/cm 2 ) targets produced the ions of interest employing the light-ion ion-guide [11] . The corresponding proton beam intensity was about 10 µA and the 3 He 2+ beam 0.5 pµA. A 50 MeV pro- Properties of the nuclides studied in this work taken from Ref. [12] . Given are the half-lives (T 1/2 ), spins (I), parities (π), and excitation energies of the isomers (Ex). ton beam was used to test the production of 54 Ni and 56 Cu. However, these exotic nuclides were not observed in this run. The properties of the studied nuclides are summarized in Table I and the production methods in  Table II. In the second run, the ions of interest were searched for via heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions with a 20 Ne
4+
beam impinging on a calcium target (4 mg/cm 2 ) at 75 MeV and 105 MeV. Previously, the heavy-ion ionguide (HIGISOL) [14] has been successfully used for producing heavier nuclides for JYFLTRAP mass measurements [15, 16] . This was the first experiment performed in a lighter mass region. At HIGISOL, the target wheel is located along the cyclotron beam line before the gas cell and the primary heavy-ion beam is stopped in a graphite beam dump before entering the cell to avoid plasma effects. This sets two requirements for the recoiling reaction products: they have to scatter at large enough angles and they have to have sufficient energy to pass through the entrance window around the gas cell. The 20 Ne+ 40 Ca reaction gave enough angular spread for the recoils but not enough energy for them to pass sufficiently through a 2 mg/cm 2 -thick Havar entrance window to the HIGISOL gas cell. Therefore, only the reference nuclides 57 Ni and 56 Co were measured against the reference 58 Ni in this latter run. To complete the network of the measured frequency ratios, stable reference ions 56 Fe + , 57 Fe + , and 58 Ni + were produced with an offline electric discharge ion source [17] at IGISOL and measured against each other.
After extraction from the gas cell, the ions were accelerated to 30 keV and mass-separated by a 55
• dipole magnet. The ions with the same mass number A were sent to a radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) cooler and buncher [18] which delivered the ions as short, cooled bunches to the JYFLTRAP Penning trap mass spectrometer [19] . JYFLTRAP consists of two cylindrical Penning traps inside a B = 7 T superconducting solenoid. The first trap, the purification trap, is used for selecting the isobar (in some cases even the isomer) of interest via mass-selective buffer gas cooling [20] . After the first trap, the ions were sent to the second trap, the precision trap, where the masses of the ions m with a charge q were measured precisely by determining the cyclotron frequency ν c = qB/(2πm) via a time-of-flight (TOF) ion cyclotron resonance method [21, 22] . The cyclotron frequency was obtained by measuring the sideband frequency ν + + ν − , where ν + and ν − are the reduced cyclotron and magnetron frequencies, respectively. The sideband frequency corresponds to the cyclotron frequency with such a high precision that it can be used in the mass measurements [23] .
Conventionally, the resonance curve is obtained with a quadrupolar RF field with a typical duration of 200 − 800 ms. Recently, a Ramsey method of time-separated oscillatory fields has been applied to short-lived ions in Penning traps [24, 25] . The Ramsey method decreases the linewidth of the resonance and makes the sidebands much stronger resulting in a considerably smaller statistical uncertainty in the cyclotron frequency. The Ramsey excitation scheme and a new method of Ramsey cleaning have been successfully applied at JYFLTRAP [26] . In the new cleaning mode, the ions from the purification trap are excited by a time-separated oscillatory electric dipole field in the precision trap. The undesired ions are driven into a larger orbit while the ions of interest remain unaffected if an appropriate dipole excitation pattern is chosen. After that, the ions of interest are sent back to the purification trap whereas the unwanted ions cannot pass through the 2-mm diaphragm between the traps. In the purification trap, the ions of interest are recentered and returned once more to the precision trap for the final mass measurement. A so-called back-and-forth scheme is similar to the Ramsey cleaning scheme except that no dipole excitation in the precision trap is applied before sending the ions back to the purification trap resulting in much smaller bunch size.
In this work, normal (conventional) TOF resonances were measured for all ions in order to be sure about the center frequency in the Ramsey excitation scheme. pattern with the back-and-forth purification was used for 56, 57 Fe, and 58 Ni.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Analysis of the measured frequency ratios
The cyclotron resonance frequencies were fitted with the theoretical lineshape [22, 24, 25 ] (see Fig. 1 ). The measured frequencies were corrected for the count-rateeffect [27] whenever it was possible. For the lower statistics files, where the count-rate-class analysis was not possible, the statistical error was multiplied by a factor obtained from a comparison of the errors in the frequencies of all higher-statistics files with and without the countrate-class analysis. The magnetic field B at the time of measurement was interpolated from the well-known reference measurements before and after the measurement. The frequency ratio r of the well-known reference ion to the ion of interest was determined (see Eq. 1). This ratio gives the mass ratio of the ion of interest to the reference ion (see Eq. 2),
In order to take into account fluctuations in the magnetic field, a correction of
−11 min −1 ∆t, where ∆t is the time between the two reference measurements, was quadratically added to the statistical uncertainty of each frequency ratio. The weighted mean of the measured frequency ratios was calculated and used as the final value. The inner and outer errors [28] of the data sets were compared and the larger value of these two was taken as the error of the mean. Finally, the uncertainty due to mass-dependent shift δ m,lim (r)/r = (7.5 ± 0.4 × 10 −10 /u) × ∆m [13] and an additional residual relative uncertainty δ res,lim (r)/r = 7.9 × 10 −9 [13] were quadratically added to the error.
B. Data evaluation
In order to evaluate the masses of the measured nuclides, a least-squares adjustment was done in a similar manner as in Refs. [29] [30] [31] . Here, we follow the notations used in those references. The input data q i for the least-squares method consist of the measured 17 frequency ratios between 13 nuclides (see Table II ) and the current mass values for the 13 nuclides from the Atomic Mass Evaluation 2003 (AME03) [29] . Thus, we have 30 input data to 13 nuclides involved in the frequency ratio measurements forming an overdetermined system.
The input data of the thirteen AME03 values are simply q i = m i ± δm i . For the frequency ratios, a similar procedure as in Ref. [31] was applied. Eq. 2 can be expressed as a linear equation in m:
In order to have the left side independent of the ratio r, 
Including the uncertainties δr, δm ref , and δm e , Eq. 4 yields:
In Eq. 5, the terms δm e (1 − r) and m e δr have been neglected since they are small compared to m ref δr. Since the left-side of Eq. 5 is a continuous and differentiable function of m, a least-squares fit to this linear, overdetermined system can be applied following Ref. [30] . The measured data q i are obtained from Eq. 6 with the uncertainties dq i given in Eq. 7:
Let the vector |m represent the masses of 13 nuclides involved in the frequency ratio measurements and the vector |q corresponds to the input data (17 rows obtained from Eq. 6 and 13 rows representing the AME03 mass values of the nuclides). Then, a 30 × 13 matrix K representing the coefficients K |m = |q and a 30 × 30 diagonal weight matrix W with the elements w 
The consistency can also be expressed as normalized χ:
for which the expected value is 1
The influence of each datum i on a mass m ν can be seen from the (i, ν) element of a flow-of-information matrix F = t R ⊗ K (30 × 13 matrix) [30] . Each column of F represents all the contributions from all input data to a given mass m ν . The sum of these contributions is 1. The sum of influences along each row shows the significance of that datum.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Frequency ratios
Altogether 20 frequency ratios were measured in this work (see Table II ). The number of measured frequency ratios is high because the reference nuclides in this mass region are known with quite a modest precision of about 0.6 − 2 keV or δm/m ≈ 1.1 − 4.1 × 10 −8 . Therefore, a small network of measurements provides more accurate mass values for the measured nuclides. In addition, some Q EC and S p values were measured directly to obtain a better precision. 
B. Mass excess values
The nuclides other than 53 Co and 53 Co m , formed a network of 13 nuclides and 17 measured frequency ratios. For these nuclides, a least-squares method described in Sec. III B was applied and adjusted mass values were obtained. The normalized χ = 1.08 was well within the expected value 1.00 ± 0.17, and therefore, no additional error was added to the frequency ratios. The biggest contribution to the χ 2 value (27 %) comes from the 58 Cu AME03 mass value which is 3.6(17) keV higher than the adjusted value obtained with the JYFLTRAP results. In addition to 58 Cu, also the AME03 values of 55 Co (13 %), 60 Zn (10 %), 59 Zn (8 %)and 58 Ni (7 %) have a substantial contribution to the χ 2 value. This is also seen in the adjusted values which deviate from the AME03 values of these nuclides.
In the following, the mass excess results for the radioactive nuclides are compared to earlier experiments (see Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7) and discussed nuclide by nuclide. The results for the nuclides mainly used as references are also summarized (see Figs. 8, 9, and 10). The directly measured values were used for 53 Co and 53 Co m . For the rest, the adjusted mass values (see Table III ) were applied. The results of 53 Co and 53 Co m include also a new value for the excitation energy of the high-spin isomer.
1.
53 Co and the spin-gap isomer in 53 Co
The ground state mass of 53 Co in AME03 is based on the measured Q value of the 58 Ni(p, 6 He) 53 Co reaction [32] which is in agreement with the new JYFLTRAP value. Proton decay of the spin-gap isomer 53 Co m was observed in Refs. [6, 7] . The observed proton peak energies E lab = 1570(30) keV [6] and E CM = 1590(30) keV [7] and the tabulated mass of 52 Fe [29] result in an ex- ) for the nuclides. The references used, the production method, the number of measurements (Nmeas) and the total number of ions in the resonances (Nions) are also given in the table. Note that the frequency ratios of 56 Co and 57 Ni relative to 58 Ni were measured in the HIGISOL run and the last three frequency ratios in an off-line run employing an electric discharge ion source. Uncertainties in the frequency ratios are given without (δr) and with an additional relative residual uncertainty of 7.9 × 10 −9 [13] (δr all ). citation energy of 3197(29) keV and a mass excess value of −39447(22) keV for 53 Co m . The new JYFLTRAP mass excess value for the isomer agrees with the one from Ref. [7] but disagrees with the value of Ref. [6] and the adopted AME03 value [29] (see Fig. 4 [6, 7, 32] and AME03 [29] .
energy of E lab = 1530(7) keV. A new decay scheme for 53 Co based on this work is presented in Fig. 3 . 53 Fe. This yields a CED of 133.9(10) keV which improves the precision considerably compared to the AME03 value of 157(29) keV. The new excitation energy for the isomer is quite close to the erroneous excitation energy of 3179(30) keV adopted accidentally in Ref. [33] instead of the AME03 value of 3197(29) keV [29] . Thus, the new result for the CED is (by chance) in agreement with the result of Ref. [33] where a smooth rise of CED was observed from the 7/2 − state to the 19/2 − isomeric state. This smooth rise reflects the gradual alignment of the ν(f 7/2 ) −2 pair from J = 0 to J = 6 in 53 Co (for the π(f 7/2 ) −2 pair in 53 Fe) [33, 34] .
Coulomb energy differences (CED) show the differ-
2.
55 Ni
The mass of 55 Ni has been previously measured via 58 Ni( 3 He, 6 He) 55 Ni reactions at the Michigan State University in the 1970s [32, 35, 36] and via a β-endpoint measurement conducted at IGISOL [37] . The AME03 mass excess value is based on the Q value of Ref. [32] corrected by a new Q value for the calibration reaction 27 Al( 3 He, 6 He) 24 Al used in Ref. [36] . The new JYFLTRAP value agrees with all the other values except with Ref. [35] for which the Q values used in the energy calibration are not given (see Fig. 5 ).
3.
56 Ni
The current mass excess value of 56 [39] . Recently, prompt proton decay (E p = 2540(30) keV) was observed from a level at 9735(2) keV in a rotational band of 56 Ni [40] . The JYFLTRAP value agrees with all previous experiments (see Fig. 5 ) but is 26 times more accurate than the adopted value.
4.
57 Cu
The mass of 57 Cu has been earlier determined via β-endpoint energy [41] , the Q values of 58 Ni( 7 Li, 8 He) 57 Cu measured at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory [42] and at the Texas A & M cyclotron [43] and the Q value of 58 Ni( 14 N, 15 C) 57 Cu [44] . The JYFLTRAP value is 31 times more accurate than the adopted AME03 value and in agreement with these measurements (see Fig. 6 ). 
58 Cu
The mass of 58 Cu was earlier based on the measurements of the threshold energy for the reaction 58 Ni(p, n) 58 Cu [45] [46] [47] . The Q EC value for 58 Cu has been measured at JYFLTRAP, Q EC = 8555(9) keV [19] which yields a mass excess of −51673(9) keV when using the AME03 value for 58 Ni. The new mass excess value of −51665.69(52) keV disagrees with the (p, n) threshold energies and with the AME03 value but is in agreement with the previous JYFLTRAP result [19] and the result derived from prompt proton emission from 58 Cu [48] .
The problems in the determination of the Q values from the threshold energies explain the discrepancy between the results. Freeman [49] has suggested that if threshold energies are used to derive Q values for mass determination, the errors should be increased by some, albeit arbitrary, factor ( √ 2 or 2). In addition, Refs. [47] and [50] only recalculate the values measured in Refs. [45, 46] . Thus, Ref. [47] should not be averaged with Ref. [46] . A revised value is given in Ref. [49] . However, none of these values agree with JYFLTRAP (see Fig. 6 [29] . The values marked with * are only recalculated values from previous (p, n) measurements of [45] and [46] .
59 Zn
The JYFLTRAP mass excess value for 59 Zn agrees with the mass derived from the Q EC value of Ref. [52] and almost agrees with the value derived from the 58 Ni(p,π − ) 59 Zn Q value [53] . However, the AME03 value deviates from the JYFLTRAP value slightly more than 1σ (see Fig. 7 ).
7.
60 Zn
The mass of 60 Zn is based on the Q values for the reaction 58 Ni( 3 He,n) 60 Zn [39, 54] in the AME03 compilation. The new JYFLTRAP value agrees with the one from Ref. [39] but disagrees slightly with Ref. [54] and with the AME03 value. The Q EC value for the beta decay of 60 Zn [55] is in agreement with the mass excess value measured in this work (see Fig. 7 ). 56 Ni are known with a rather modest precision of 0.6 − 2.1 keV. However, with the network of mass measurements, the preci- Fig. 8 ). The rest seem to overestimate the mass excess value.
For the reference 58 Ni, the earlier (n,γ) measurements [62, 63] agree almost perfectly with the JYFLTRAP value whereas the newer mass excess values together with the AME03 value disagree with it by 1σ. Otherwise the iron and nickel reference nuclides agree surprisingly well with the earlier experiments (see Figs. 9 and 10) although many of these results have been measured precisely via (n,γ) reactions. This comparison shows that the uncertainties in the JYFLTRAP values are at a reasonable level. In addition, we could determine the neutron separation energies for 57 Fe and 58 Ni directly resulting in S n = 7645.8(4) keV and S n = 12216.4(7) keV in agreement with the AME03 values S n = 7646.10(3) keV and S n = 12217.0 (18) ME JYFLTRAP -ME LIT (keV) new value agrees well with the AME03 value based on 58 Ni(p,γ) 59 Cu reactions [75] [76] [77] . Ishaq (1977) Harder (1993) Raman (2002) Firestone (2003) AME2003 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ME JYFLTRAP -ME LIT (keV) 
C. QEC values and mirror decays
The Q EC values are directly obtained by measuring the frequency ratio r between the beta-decay mother (mass m m ) and daughter (mass m d ) in a Penning trap:
With this method, the Q EC values can be determined to high precision even if the reference (daughter) nuclide has a moderate precision. The mass excesses for the daughter nuclides were taken from the adjusted mass values (Table III) .
The Q EC values are tabulated in Table IV . The mirrordecay Q EC values of T = 1/2 nuclides 53 Co, 55 Ni, 57 Cu, and 59 Zn as well as the Q EC values for the T Z = 0 nuclides 56 Ni and 58 Cu in the T = 1 triplets at A = 56 and A = 58 were directly determined from the frequency ratio measurements against their beta-decay daughters. In addition, the Q EC value for the spin-gap isomer 53 for T = 1/2 mirror transitions up to 45 V [8, 9] . The Q EC values measured in this work offer a possibility to expand these studies from 53 Co up to 59 Zn. Table V summarizes the current averages of half-lives and branching ratios as well as electron-capture probabilities needed to calculate the f t value. Experimental Gamow-Teller matrix elements | στ | have been calculated from the GamowTeller strength B(GT ):
where the constant C = 2 · F t 0 + →0 + = 6143.5(17) s [80] , B(F ) is the Fermi strength, which equals 1 for T = 1/2 mirror decays, and g A /g V = −1.2695(29) [81] is the ratio of the axial vector to the vector coupling constant. Isospin symmetry breaking and radiative corrections have not been taken into account. Their effect would be less than 1 % of the f t value which is small compared to the overall uncertainty of the | στ | values. As can be seen from Tables IV and V, the precisions of the f t and | στ | values are still limited by the uncertainties in the half-lives and branching ratios.
The Q EC value of 58 Cu is important for the calibration of the B(GT ) values in 58 Ni( 3 He,t) 58 Cu chargeexchange reactions [82] . The measured Q EC value, the half-life of 3.204(7) s [83] and an average branching ratio of 81. (46) and the squared Gamow-Teller matrix element is στ 2 = 0.05141 (33) . The values are little higher and more precise than previously (c.f. B(GT ) = 0.0821(7) and στ 2 = 0.0512(5) in Ref. [84] ). If charge symmetry is assumed, the energy difference between the isobaric analog states (IAS) in mirror nuclei is only due to the Coulomb interaction and neutronproton mass difference. If charge independence is assumed, the same is also true for isobaric triplets with T = 1.
Coulomb displacement energy (CDE) is the total binding energy difference between the isobaric analog states in the neighboring isobars determined as CDE = Q EC + ∆ n−H where ∆ n−H = 782.34660 (55) keV is the neutronhydrogen mass difference. The Coulomb displacement energies follow a straight line when plotted as a function of (Z − 0.5)/A 1/3 (see, e.g., Ref. [87] ) if a simple model for an evenly charged spherical nucleus is assumed. Deviations from the line reflect structural changes in the nuclei.
Coulomb displacement energies from JYFLTRAP for T = 1/2 mirror and T = 1 isobaric analog states of cobalt, nickel, copper, and zinc nuclides are plotted in Fig. 11 . As can be seen from Fig. 11 , the CDE values do not follow a straight line as a function of (Z − 0.5)/A 1/3 . This can be partly explained by different spins in the T = 1/2 states: the ground state spin changes from 7/2 − , T = 1/2 to 3/2 − , T = 1/2 at 57 Cu. As the protons in the p orbits have a larger radius than the protons in the f orbits, the Coulomb repulsion in 53 Co and 55 Ni filling the 1f 7/2 proton shells is stronger than in 57 Cu and 59 Zn filling the 2p 3/2 shells. Compared to the AME03 [29] values, the precision of the CDE values has now been improved considerably and deviations have been found for 58 Cu, 59 Zn, and 60 Zn. The trend is a little smoother in the T = 1 states. There, it should be noted that the 0 + , T = 1 state is not always the ground state. The lowest T = 1, 0 + state lies at 1450.68(4) keV in 56 Co, at 7903.7(10) keV in 56 Ni, and at 202.6(3) keV in 58 Cu. For 60 Zn, the 0 + , T = 1 level is not known but the level at 4913.1 (9) keV is probably a T = 1 analogue state of the 60 Cu 2 + ground state [88] which has been adopted in Fig. 11 . For the other nuclides in Fig. 11 , the 0 + , T = 1 state is the ground state. Proton separation energies S p (or proton-capture Q values) can be measured directly in a similar way as the Q EC values with a Penning trap. From the measured frequency ratio r between a nuclide (Z, A) with a mass m m and the reference (Z − 1, A − 1) with a mass m d , a proton separation energy is obtained as:
where m H is the mass of a hydrogen atom. With this method, S p values for 56 Ni, 57 Cu, 59 Zn, and 60 Zn were measured directly (see Table VI ). The S p values for 53 Co, 55 Ni, and 58 Cu were also improved with the new mass values of this work. The biggest differences to the AME03 values occur at 59 Zn and 60 Zn which are now less proton-bound. The S p value of 58 Cu differs slightly from the AME03 value.
In this work, we have improved the precisions of the Q values for the proton captures as well as the Q EC values for the nuclides shown in Fig. 12 . This helps to do more reliable astrophysical calculations for the rp process. The rp-process path beyond the waiting-point nucleus 56 Ni is of special interest and is mainly determined by the 56 Ni(p,γ) 57 Cu proton capture rate at lower temperatures (below ≈ 1 GK) and the β + -decay rate of 58 Zn at higher temperatures. The reaction rate for 56 Ni(p,γ) 57 Cu has been calculated in detail in Ref. [89] .
The Q value for the reaction 56 Ni(p,γ) 57 Cu has now been improved from 695 (19) keV to 689.69(51) keV. A (50) 192 (50) 15 (80) a The value of the proton-decay daughter of the nuclide has been taken from Ref. [29] .
b The mass excess value for the proton-decay daughter is from this work whereas the mass excess value for the nuclide is from Ref. [29] .
c The mass excess value for the proton-decay daughter 54 Co was taken from Ref. [51] .
d Sp calculated from the adjusted mass values given in Table III . The directly measured value, Sp = 2836.9(12) keV, is less precise due to a large uncertainty in δr.
new reaction rate can be estimated with the new resonance energies E r = E x − S p , where E x is the excitation energy of the final state in 57 Cu and S p is the proton separation energy for 57 Cu. The astrophysical reaction rate for resonant captures to states with resonance energies E i and resonance strengths ωγ i (both in MeV) is obtained by:
The resonance strength ωγ for an isolated resonance in a (p, γ) reaction is given by:
where J and J t are the spins of the resonance state and the target nucleus ( 56 Ni) and the total width Γ tot is the sum of the proton width Γ p and the gamma width Γ γ . The proton widths have now been scaled from Ref. [89] by using the relation:
where Z 1 and Z 2 are the proton numbers of the incoming particles, µ is the reduced mass in u and E r is the a From Ref. [91] . b Scaled from the values in Ref. [89] c From Ref. [89] .
FIG. 12: (Color online)
The rp-process path for steady-state burning conditions according to Ref. [4] . Shown are the reaction flows of more than 10% (solid line) and of 1% − 10% (dashed line) of the reaction flow through the 3α reaction. All of the measured nuclides (highlighted) lie at the rp-process path flowing through the waiting-point (WP) nucleus 56 Ni.
center-of-mass resonance energy in keV [90] . The resonance parameters are summarized in Table VII . The non-resonant reaction rate has been taken from [89] and scaled with the new value for the reduced mass.
With the new Q value, a factor of four in the uncertainty of the reaction rate at temperatures around 1 GK shown in Ref. [89] is removed and the new rate is a little higher than calculated with the old Q value (see Fig. 13 ). The new Q value supports the conclusions of Ref. [89] that the lifetime of 56 Ni against proton capture is much shorter than in the previous works. This reduces the minimum temperature required for the rp process to proceed beyond 56 Ni. In fact, with the rates of Ref. [89] , this temperature threshold coincides with the temperature for the break out of the hot CNO cycles. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, atomic masses in the vicinity of the doubly-magic 56 Ni nucleus have been measured with the JYFLTRAP Penning trap mass spectrometer. Frequency ratios measured between 13 nuclides close to A = 56 formed an overdetermined network for which a leastsquares minimization has been done. The adjusted mass values have improved the precisions of the AME03 mass values remarkably. The most surprising deviations to the AME03 have been found at A = 58. The AME03 value for 58 Cu based on (p, n) threshold energy measurements deviates from the value obtained in this work by 2.2σ. For 58 Ni, a 1σ deviation to the AME03 value has been found but the value agrees almost perfectly with the older (n, γ) results for 58 Ni [62, 63] . In addition, the mass values obtained for 55 Co, 59 Zn, and 60 Zn deviate from the
